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Introduction
The mean for the paper as a whole was 63.0, standard deviation was 13.3, compared to
a mean of 64.3, standard deviation 13.2, on Paper 1 and 60.7, standard deviation 13.3,
on Paper 2, showing that it was accessible as the only fully synoptic paper in the new and
rigorous linear A Level.
The exam paper followed all the command words and structure as set out in the Sample
Assessment Materials, and the data covered a broad range of both micro and macro issues.
The exam appeared to be fully accessible, well received, and an effective discriminator.
Many candidates had been prepared for Paper 9EC0 03 by employing past papers from
the previous syllabus, which certainly proved useful in terms of the type of question and
level of complexity required. Many candidates were prepared specifically and effectively
for the structure of the new paper – especially the new 25-mark microeconomics and
macroeconomics essays. It was an accessible paper, broad ranging and specification
based, with a high degree of differentiation. The main issue seems to be that the questions
themselves are very full and demanding, and simple responses cannot go far in terms of
rising up the levels. Rote learning has a very small role to play when preparing for this exam.
Many candidates demonstrated an over eagerness to discuss austerity (2(e)), Brexit
(2(d)) and there was a huge number of references to the current views of the Labour
and Conservative parties (the election being held 11 days before seems to have had an
overbearing influence). While it is advised to be both aware and have an understanding of
contemporary economic events, it should be stressed that this two-year course is based
very much on theory and analysis which is then applied to the real world. The evidence
provided in the exam is rich in terms of content, and should drive the analysis and inform
the evaluation.
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Question 1 (a)
Candidates performed well with this question, with a mean mark of over 3 out of 5.
Most candidates could interpret the data easily, recognise a depreciation, and give good
responses in a wide array of arguments. Many used a diagram to show a shift in supply
or demand for the peso and consequently a fall in the value of the peso, and although a
diagram was not necessary it did help candidates to think carefully about whether demand
or supply was increasing or decreasing.
Many answers were centred around the fall in copper prices as illustrated in Figure 1, and
the fact that Figure 2 was vertically aligned did make it very clear that there was a strong
positive correlation between copper prices and the value of the peso. This was strongly
backed up by the text (‘weak currency’ Extract A line 10, 'copper accounts for 50% of its
exports' line 2).
A surprising number of candidates referred to a devaluation rather than depreciation,
despite mentions of the ‘free trade model, which is unrestricted by government
interventionism’ (lines 17-18) and the independent central bank (line 22). A tiny minority
thought that the value of the peso was rising, but this was rare. This is a sign that most other
candidates were largely well rehearsed in using exchange rate data such as this.
The most significant difference between high and very high mark answers was the ability to
make a chain of reasoning or ‘analysis’ between the factor that changed, for example copper
prices, and the demand or supply for the currency. There were many candidates that could
observe copper prices had fallen but then did not make the link that the revenue of exports
would therefore fall, for example by showing that the demand for exports does not increase
in proportion to the price fall. Many candidates mis-stated that the demand for exports had
fallen, when in fact it was the increase in demand that was slowing (in China) or worldwide
oversupply, but not a fall in demand. This counter-observation was a common weakness in
responses, and illustrates the importance of using the data very closely.
This is typical of a 4 out of 5 mark answer.
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Examiner Comments

There are two marks for the data (the reading of values and the trend) and
2 knowledge marks (X had fallen and the demand for the peso had fallen).
However, there is no reason given for the fall in value of exports.
Sample 2:
K Reduced X
K Less demand for currency
AP ER dropped
AP Data reference
AN 4/5: needs more development

Examiner Tip

Using the data is worth up to 2 marks on the 5 mark questions, although there
are other ways to gain application marks.

This answer uses a well-labelled diagram.
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Examiner Comments

K Reduced interest rates
K Less saving by foreigners
AP ER dropped
AP Data reference
AN Diagram
5/5

Examiner Tip

Using a diagram can save a good deal of writing, if relevant.

Many candidates had flawed analysis, for example in saying that slowing growth in China
meant demand for copper fell, as in this example.
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Examiner Comments

K Reduced demand for X
K Due to China
AP ER dropped
AP Data reference
AN 4/5: error on China slowdown

Examiner Tip

Falling growth means levels are rising more slowly.
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Question 1 (b)
This question caused problems for some candidates, particularly the request for the impact
of externalities, rather than the externalities themselves. Candidates also struggled to apply
it to both communities and firms.
The negative production externality diagram was used effectively by many candidates, as
a means of illustrating the impact of over-consumption and inefficiency in allocation of
resources. Many candidates used examples from the extracts, such as "water shortages",
to explain the negative externalities for communities and non-copper firms such as farms
(mentioned in the extract in Ext B line 18) but they also recognised the potential for positive
externalities from copper mining which scored marks for evaluation.
Evaluation was often very brief, as expected on an 8-mark question, but many candidates
did not attempt to evaluate at all. Two small pieces of evaluation or one more developed
point is all that is required. Positive externalities were frequently identified and used as
evaluation of the negative externalities, and other evaluation centred on the increased
length of time in Extract B (line 25) to get an environmental impact assessment. Another
effective source of evaluation in the passage was the reference to the prolonged drought
(Ext B, line 20) and the use of desalination plants (ibid) with a further development that the
seawater is pumped 200 km with its own set of negative externalities.
The reference to externalities encouraged many candidates to draw a diagram, and one
page was therefore not enough for this 8-mark question. There was not the same problem
for the equivalent question 2(b) where only a small handful went over one page.
Copper firms are not third parties in this context. They are first or second parties.
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Examiner Comments

K Define
KAN Impact on community
AN AP Diagram
AP Diagram
EV EV 4/6 + 0/2 (4): last point isn’t really
external and no evaluation offered

Examiner Tip

Distinguish between the externalities
themselves (e.g. noise pollution) and
the impact on third parties (e.g. lower
standards of living).
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Brief answers can be effective.
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Examiner Comments

K Define
K Firms + Communities combined
AN Development
AN Development
AP Diagram
AP Diagram
EV XB
EV XB
6/6 + 2/2 (8): full marks

Examiner Comments

Diagrams are effective when asked for impact.
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Question 1 (c)
Many candidates recognised this as a question on primary product dependency and were
able to explain the potential problems of this for Chile. Some used theories and extended
analysis to support their explanation.
The question discriminated effectively, for many answers did not discuss copper dependency,
but gave a more microeconomic answer focused on the issues of low prices for copper
mining firms rather than the problems for Chile as a whole as a result of dependency.
The better candidates employed relative PED and PES well for analysing volatile prices and
were able to use these concepts in their evaluation in addition to the analysis.
Higher-level responses included data to provide support for their argument. However, many
responses failed to explain the volatility of hard commodity prices and some candidates
were insufficiently focused on the context, employing unsuitable examples such as wheat or
other soft commodities. The Prebisch Singer theory was also used to success for the better
responses but it was rare to see it fully explained in terms of low YED for exports of primary
products and high YED for imports. Answers, which did use this effectively, picked up
evaluation marks by observing that copper has high YED. Other models were used including
Lewis and Harrod-Domar, but these again were not always effectively employed or with the
accuracy expected at this level.
The best answers focused directly on dependency and used economic theory, such as
inelastic PED/PED, Prebisch-Singer and Dutch disease. Many candidates used the wine and
salmon industries as counter-arguments to show that Chile is not over-dependent, while
others discussed the benefits the Chilean government has reaped from high levels of tax
income from copper mining, the low levels of debt and the sound financial sector.
Use of textbook theory and clear chains of reasoning are rewarded generously.
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Examiner Comments

KAA L3 (8):
L3, L3+ (Prebisch-Singer)
EV L2 (4)
sustained L2 L2
12/12

Examiner Tip

For a 12 mark question there are only 2 levels of evaluation, two brief points or
one well made point can reach the top of Level 2 evaluation.

This answer starts well, using the data and referring to price volatility rather than just
copper price falls.
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Examiner Comments

KAA L2 (4): Intro L2 - (what is the problem)
Tax revenue L2 (no reference to type of tax)
EV L1 (2): One paragraph at E2 (currency depreciation), no credit for top level
income tax, not sustained L2
6/12

Examiner Tip

The data should be used to link to a point made rather than be simply rewritten.
There must be a discussion of the problems.
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Question 1 (d)
The essays in general proved problematic for the candidates – often demonstrating a lack
of preparation for the structure and content of the new 25 mark essay. Consequently there
were many long essays that were lists of L2/3 analysis and E2 evaluative comments. It was
common to see candidates trying to make four points, with the chains of reasoning rushed
through for each one, when clearly depth as well as breadth was key. A question that allows
for so many policy approaches clearly necessitates some selection of salient points. Q1(d)
was one that demonstrated this characteristic most frequently.
There were many abstract descriptions of different policies rather than two policies
analysed in detail and showing a depth of understanding of the micro and macro effects.
The few L4 responses managed to develop arguments that were focused on Chile and
employed the data provided and their knowledge of economic concepts to evaluate the
impacts of two policies that focused successfully on both growth and development. Most
candidates gave only a brief acknowledgement that the question was on both growth and
development and focused primarily on growth with the effect and development added as an
afterthought. This gave rise to many L3 essays.
This was a popular question (chosen over 1(e) in a ratio of 3 to 1) in which candidates gained
the highest mean across the four 25-mark essays by a factor of 2 marks. This is explained
by the opportunity to use a large amount of first-year materials on macro policy, and there
were strong indications in the passage regarding monetary, fiscal and supply side policies.
Weaker answers used these policies in a generic way, and the stronger ones used the
passages to apply these to development. Examples include reference to the 2-4% inflation
target being missed and inflation reaching 5%, the relatively low public debt, the secure
financial services sector, over-dependence issues, trade union power and 'education is key'.
It was clearly better to use a few points well, with data from the extracts, rather than trying
to use all the policies and examples that could be used. This answer has very little micro and
is limited in its application to development rather than growth.
This answer has very little micro and is limited in its application to development rather than
growth.
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Examiner Comments

KAA L3 (11): L3, L3, L3 (no economic development)
EV L2 (5):
16/25: lack of economic development in KAA, so can’t get to L4
E2, E1 - , E1+. E2 - , conclusion repeat then E2
EV L2 (5):
16/25: lack of economic development in KAA, so can’t get to L4 E2, E1 - ,
E1+. E2 - , conclusion repeat then E2

Examiner Tip

Use micro and macro in the essays, in the sense that they are required in the
question. In this case it was the impact of policies that was required, not micro
and macro policies.

This answer is not always Level 4, and at times the judgement is thin, however there was
enough there for sustained L4 and L3. The answer uses the data effectively throughout,
which makes it stand out as a strong answer.
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Examiner Comments

L4 (growth and dev), L3+ (generic), L4 (micro macro) so 15/16
EV L3 (9)
E3-, E2, E3- informed judgement so mid level 3 8/9 eval
23/25
KAA L (15)

Examiner Tip

Use the context data provided as the springboard for your answer. The
passages were full of fiscal, monetary and supply side policies. The evaluation
was also strongly indicated in the passages.
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Question 1 (e)
1(e) was not as popular as 1(d). The better candidates were able to demonstrate their
understanding of the micro and macro impacts of change in the level of investment in Chile
using some degree of analysis from the models they had learned, and kept their response in
context employing evidence to support their argument and evaluation. There was effective
use of diagrammatic analysis and attempts at judgements, although clearly the skills here
were more practised on the macro side.
In this question, it was important to focus on "changes in investment", not simply high or
low investment. Better candidates were then able to explain the potential multiplier effects
of changes in investment for Chile and the likely impacts on both short run and long run
growth.
It is important to make the links in the chains of reasoning clear in the arguments. In this
answer there are gaps in the chains.
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Examiner Comments

KAA L2 (9)
L2 (lack of COR), L2 (isolated knowledge), L2 (SRAS not LRAS), L3- (LRAS), L3
(applied education); hit L3 twice but on low end
EV L1 (3) E1, E1; sustained L2 12/25

Examiner Tip

Make your answers contextual, and extend your chains of reasoning.

This is a good answer because it is based firmly in the context provided, that of falling levels
of investment in Chile.
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Examiner Comments

KAA L2 (9)
L2 (lack of COR), L2 (isolated knowledge), L2 (SRAS not LRAS), L3- (LRAS), L3
(applied education); hit L3 twice but on low end
EV L1 (3)
E1, E1; sustained L2
12/25

Examiner Tip

Use the context. Increases in investment are just not relevant in the context and
therefore it is very hard to pick up the application marks without reading the
data first.
Investment can include FDI.
Remember that the multiplier in reverse is larger if the leakages are small.
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Question 2 (a)
Candidates that gave a clear diagram showing an output gap and referred to the situation
evident in the UK as shown by Extract D scored well on this question. An extraordinarily
large number drew the output gap incorrectly as a triangle bounded by the LRAS, SRAS and
AD, or just drew a shift in AD or a static AD/AS without showing full or potential output.
If candidates understood an output gap, most were able to define and show such a gap on
an AD/AS diagram successfully. Many candidates failed to use the data at all and did not
focus on the evidenced negative output gap.
This was a surprisingly common answer, providing theory only and no use of the data
provided.

Examiner Comments

4/5 marks awarded. There is no sense of full capacity (AS) or reduced demand
(AD) as evidenced in the passage.
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Examiner Tip

Use the data, especially in this question where the Extract and line are clearly
indicated.

Another very common approach.

Examiner Comments

Zero marks are awarded here.
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Examiner Tip

Show the output gap on the horizontal axis as the difference between potential
and actual output (or similar).

This is a good example of how to earn full marks.

Examiner Comments

2K: 2 clear explanation
1AN + 1AP: clear diagram showing the gap on the horizontal axis meeting the
full employment level
1 AP: clear use of data – immobility of labour
5/5 marks

Examiner Tip

Short answers can be very effective. There is no need to fill all the space.
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Question 2 (b)
This was the weakest exam question in the whole exam and one that candidates struggled
with the most. Firstly, most candidates could not give an accurate definition of national
debt as a percentage of GDP. Often candidates got confused with the relationship between
national debt and fiscal deficit. Moreover, many candidates got confused with the current
account and this appeared in a large number of responses. Those candidates who were able
to interpret the data and relate it to their understanding of the government's budgetary
issues were able to score highly.
A higher scoring answer has some sense of the link between the stock and flow concepts
of debt and deficit, and a sense of the relationship between annual figures and cumulative
figures. Those answers continuing to explain how deficits and debts are related as well as
how the relationship may be less clearly dependent on the changes in GDP were likely to
gain both marks for evaluation, although there were many ways to achieve these evaluation
marks.
Many candidates identified an understanding of the fiscal deficit and the national debt as a
proportion of GDP and used the figures to demonstrate this, and this would tend to earn 4/8
marks. Few candidates made the link clear, and most were confused by the observation that
at times there was a direct relationship and at other times an indirect one, as indicated by
the data.
This was a fairly typical answer, scoring 4/8. The first line is incorrect but there is enough
later in the answer BOD to secure the knowledge marks.
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Examiner Comments

K National debt (implicit definition) K - AN Some understanding of relationship
between interest and debt (BOD) AN -AP Direct relationship
AP Data reference EVEV
4/6 + 0/2 (4): incorrect deficit definition and weak understanding of
relationship (i.e. ½ for AN)

Examiner Tip

Read the data and observe the trends for an easy 2 application marks.

Use this response as a guide.
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Examiner Comments

K Define deficit
K Implicit debt definition
AN Deficit/surplus to debt
AN Gains two marks on mark scheme
AP Relationship (surplus and debt)
AP Data reference
EV Depends on growth (strong ev)
EV Development
6/6 + 2/2 (8)

Examiner Tip

National debt is nothing to do with the household or external debt of a country.
It is a governmental issue.
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Question 2 (c)
Many candidates recognised that the National Living Wage would increase firms’ costs
and lead to a rise in average and marginal costs. A good and challenging question which
candidates attempted well. Most were able to give a correct diagram. Diagrams then
showed a reduction in profits for the firm, but finding the new profit area lined up with the
new MC=MR point was challenging for many candidates (although much easier for those
who had reasoned that the change in costs was a fixed factor and therefore no change in
MC).
This was often evaluated by arguing that any fall in profits may be offset by gains in
productivity because of increased wages. Other excellent evaluation included the evidence
that the wage increase was estimated to have a 0.3% impact on overall costs, does
not affect the under-25s, depends on whether firms can pass on cost increases (often
with consideration of the market power of firms and their profit levels), and effects on
productivity also suggested in the data.
This was the question where candidates gave a large amount of evaluation to a very good
standard. Candidates were able to respond well to this question perhaps as it resembled
the previous syllabus Unit 3 questions. There was a tendency for the candidates to provide
very long multiple evaluative points (a legacy from the 16 mark questions in 6EC03) and so
perhaps spent too much time on this question.
Some candidates confused the concept of a mandatory NLW with the optional Living Wage
proposed but not mandatory in some areas of the country. The passages made it clear that
the NLW was a change in mandatory pay for the 25+ age group with a premium for the 25+
age group.
This diagram was one of very few that was drawn fully accurately.
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Examiner Comments

KAA L3 (8):
strong KAA and diagram; no need for second KAA as diagram required
EV L2 (4):
sustained L2 ev

Examiner Tip

The handwriting on this script was Illegible and it took some deciphering.
Examiner’s must be able to read responses.
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A common mistake for many candidates was to use a diagram showing the NLW on the
labour market without any use of a cost and revenue diagram.
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Examiner Comments

KAA L2 (5):
effective KAA but no cost revenue diagram (CAP L2)
EV L2 (4): strong ev, sustained 9/12

Examiner Tip

Remember to be explicit about whether fixed or variable costs change, and
apply this to firms not labour markets when requested.
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Question 2 (d)
An effective question in terms of discrimination, on which well-prepared candidates scored
well, responding to the single request rather than having to look at more than one variable
as in 2(e). Candidates gave a good amount of evaluation with this question.
This was a question about the factors affecting competitiveness, not about the effects
of improved competitiveness. However, the advantage of this was that it made it into a
question based on Year 13 work, much more in line with 2(e) in terms of difficulty, and one
in which the data on productivity and the Living Wage in the passage could be used to great
effect. Many answers focused on the Brexit issue, which was clearly on the minds of many
candidates, but many failed to realise that at the time of the exam the UK had not actually
left the EU and therefore is unable to alter independently its level of protectionism. There
were some stronger answers using the prospect of Brexit, and in particular, the effect of
exchange rate changes since June 2016, but it should be advised that the data provided is
the best place to start in choosing points to make. Better candidates recognised this and
were able to discuss both price and non-price factors that impact on competitiveness and
particularly refer to the "productivity puzzle" concerning the UK.
There was a tendency to provide far too many influences at not sufficient detail but
generally there were good responses with evidence based analysis and evaluation of both
micro and macro. However, as with the other essays, far too many candidates offer separate
influences rather than observing how a micro influence is also linked to a macro influence
making their essays longer and time consuming. These responses rarely achieve higher
than L3 and are often confused, fragmented and with very limited chains of reasoning.
Another frequent problem was misunderstanding of the data on productivity in Figure
6, and answers and evaluation which strayed into the effects rather than the causes of
competitiveness. A frequent discussion was the effects of a low exchange rate, for example,
with the Marshall-Lerner condition, but it was difficult to see how this related to the
question.
This answer refers to effects rather than causes in paragraph 3 of the first page, but the
benefit of doubt was given as the answer does return to causes several times. There is
significant misunderstanding of the data in Figure 6 (very common) and the links made are
not extended.
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Examiner Comments

KAA L2 (10):
L3 (weak data, some errors), L3 - (OMS)
EV L2 (3):
E2; not sustained
13/25

Examiner Tip

Read data based on an index very carefully. If countries are at 100 it does not
mean they are all the same.

This starts as a narrow and repetitive response, but develops into strong L4 on the
penultimate page, with some judgement at Level 3 on the final page.
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Examiner Comments

KAA L4 (14):
L4-, repeat, L3 (too similar), L4
EV L3 (7): E2, E3-, E3- 21/25

Examiner Tip

Definitions are not required (unless specifically requested in a question) but they
are a useful way to keep the answer focused on the question. This candidate left
the definition until the end of the final page, but the understanding was clearly
there throughout the whole answer.
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Question 2 (e)
Candidates that recognised this as a question not about austerity but about the policy
choice of cutting public expenditure rather than raising taxes scored well. They identified
the pros and cons of cuts in public spending using theories such as crowding out and Lorenz
curves and then went on to discuss the pros and cons of raising taxes using incentive and
investment arguments.
The question was quite complex and therefore many responses were shoehorned into a
set number of points, and some responses had a fragmented but complex structure. Many
responses could not stretch beyond L3, and that was with a generous interpretation of L3.
Better responses clearly identified the policy instrument of reduced G and considered the
effect of that policy instrument on an economic factor or macroeconomic objective. There
was a lack of context in most responses. The best answers disaggregated tax changes, for
example those with progressive and those with regressive effects, and discussed the relative
size of the multiplier when taxes or spending is changed. Other exceptionally good answers
looked at types of government spending and compared the micro or macro impact rather
than the effects in general.
Weaker answers focused either solely on tax, on more commonly only on the
adverse effects of cutting public expenditure, limiting the ability to earn Level 4. Many
candidates assumed AD would fall without any rationale for reasons why cutting G
would have a larger impact on AD than a rise in T. Many answers took up issues about
underfunding of the NHS, the police and social housing, but the main cuts discussed were
those in education. Examiners were looking for economic analysis rather than political ones.
Some answers confused public expenditure with consumption by the public.
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Examiner Comments

KAA L1 (4):
Focus on consumer spending, L2 (tax), contradictory argument, L1,
EV L2 (2): E1, E16/25

Examiner Tip

Ensure that arguments are not contradictory. The examiner is looking for
extended chains of logic in your answer.
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This response does actually answer the question, comparing cuts with government
spending with the raising of taxes, but there are many questions left in the analysis.
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Examiner Comments

KAA L3 (11):
L3, L3 (both focused on Q), L3 (developed but only G), L3 (tax); no data
EV L2 (6)
E2, E3; some judgement but not sustained E3 so top E2
17/25

Examiner Tip

Use the data. Give extended chains of reasoning. Fewer strongly argued points
score better than lists of undeveloped factors.

Section A
Some candidates did not indicate whether they were answering question (d) or (e), which
meant that they were diverted to a pool and marked in the usual way. The candidates were
only jeopardised for failing to indicate which question was chosen when the answer bore
no relation to either question. Most of the answers were clearly responding to the chosen
question, but a fair number were left totally blank.

Section B
Some candidates did not indicate whether they were answering question (d) or (e), which
meant that they were diverted to a pool and marked in the usual way. The candidates were
only jeopardised for failing to indicate which question was chosen when the answer bore
no relation to either question. Most of the answers were clearly responding to the chosen
question, but a fair number were left totally blank.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
•

There were some very weak responses, in particular a ‘saw-tooth’ effect was observed,
reflecting a very low performance as candidates mis-timed their exams. There were
several cases, on this and on Papers 1 and 2, where the final 25-mark essay was not
attempted.

•

The fact that 6 of the questions were compulsory caused problems – some candidates
had not learned the concept of the output gap, and a significant minority could not
distinguish a deficit from a debt, and made the incorrect induction that the debt must be
external debt.

•

Similarly, evaluation was usually once step beyond generic with very few examples of
evidence-based evaluation or discussion of the probability of outcomes. Concepts were
often poorly understood with few responses demonstrating an ability to apply those
concepts outside of a narrow range of circumstances.

•

Many candidates appeared to have attained a broad level of knowledge but only
achieved a shallow level of understanding.

•

The data provided could have been employed efficaciously, despite the volume and
complexity in some cases.

•

While there were comments that there was not enough time to read all the data, it was
not a problem for all candidates, and those who had practised using the two sample
papers had benefited from this.

•

Many candidates used the ‘one minute one mark’ rule, which does seem to be effective,
allowing the candidates ten minutes to read and think carefully about each Section of
the paper before attempting to answer the questions.

•

The main weakness is that candidates write too much on the 5 and 8 mark questions.
In an attempt to reduce this tendency to spend too long on the lower-mark questions,
the number of lines to write was limited, although on the 8 mark questions (in particular
1(b) where a diagram could have been used) this meant that many candidates went onto
extra paper.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this
link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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